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ORIGIN. 
.AN INVESTIGATION OF THE PROJECT MATERIALS AND PROJECT 
!fliTHODS USED BY TEACHERS TO MOTIVATE THE STUD! 
OF GEOGRAPHY IN THE SEVENTH AND 
EIGHTH GRADES 
CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The problem for this thesis arose as a result of the writer's 
twenty-two years of work with young people, particularly the early-
adolescent group. This work consisted of Religious Education in the 
~ greater part, and of this part Missionary Education was a major unit. 
The motivation of this unit to create sustained interest so as to 
develop lasting attitudes, to improve social habits, to see the needs 
of the Missionary Enterprise in such a vital manner that future support 
of and participation in it would result - even in varying degrees -
such motivation has been the problem of fundamental training in the 
11 Missionary Enterprise throughout its history. The writer has diligent-
ly sought to discover such motivation. All courses t aken at Boston 
University have been meticulously analyzed for contributions to this 
problem. Through this analysis, and several years of carefully and 
scientifically planned experimentation, the project stands out as a 
stimulating, workable, and interest-sustaining solution to the problem. 
It is not presented here as the only solution. Others may be di scov-
ered, but the proj ect method has been startlingly successful. 
Because of this success, the Baptist Board of Education, 
Department of Missionary Education, has requested the writer to prepare 
a manuscript covering the projects thus far developed. This manu-
1 
2 
~ 
' script is nearly completed. The writer's adviser suggested that the 
~ problem for this thesis might well be a study of projects or methods 
t 
of motivation used in the public school system for motivating parallel 
work. This study could then be used to support or refute all or part 
of the manuscript as far as secular education is concerned, and presum-
I 
ably as far as Missionary Education is concerned. 
As the Missionary manuscript cannot possibly be completed 
until after the presentation of this thesis, the pertinent and illus-
I trative portions of the manuscript are incorporated in this chapter, 
I thus providing the background for the problem and the research. Copies 
of the finished Missionary manuscript will be filed with this thesis. 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS. Missionary Education parallels social studies. 
l 
I 
It deals with countries, climates, products, peoples. It concerns 
food, drink, prejudices, habits. It requires studies of industries, 
habitations, modes of travel. It is saturated with human relations. 
Its starting points are always and of necessity present-day situations, 
and things vnth which the pupils are familiar. It forces its conduct 
through topical pl ans, units, committee work. Fundamentally it begins 
with geography. 
I 
Where are our missionaries at work? Vfuat are the physical 
conditions of their environments? What are the needs of the native 
peoples? Here are great and vital questions to b.e answered. Because 
of the psychology of the early adolescent, "journeys" to these lands 
and these peoples are readily stimulated and made interesting through 
geography projects. Studies of these countries and peoples are further 
I 
r stimulated through other projects and activities, but geography has 
i 
been found to be fundamental to the solution of this problem. 
As concerns the project method itself, it is neither the 
: intent nor business of this thesis to debate the use of it in modern 
! 
I 
[ 
! I 
education. However, because of the many individual interpretations of 
"Project Method", and confusion between "Project Method", 11Problem 
Method", and "Activity", the viev.'Points given by Bossingl have been 
kept in the foreground. They could not be fully realized because of 
the confusion mentioned, but they are fundamental to the Missionary 
manuscript and to this problem of research. 
Bossing, in Chapter XVI, rhe Problem Method, offers the 
following definition of the project. "The project is a significant, 
practical unit of activity of a problematical nature, planned and 
carried to completion by the student in a natural manner and involving 
the use of physical materials to complete the URit of experience." 
The four basic steps are: Purposing, ideally as a result of pupil 
need; planning, by the pupils, the 'crux' of the method; executing, 
~ wherein must be constantly kept in mind the purpose; judging, or 
evaluation, which should be objective, but usually is predominantly 
subjective. These basic principles underlie the years of research 
with groups of adolescents, the preparation o£ the Missionary manu-
script, and the research of this thesis. 
BEHIND THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT. For over twenty years the writer 
has worked many hours per week outside of college teaching hours, the 
lNelson L. Bossing, Teaching in Secondary Schools, pp. 225-263. 
year around, with young people. This has included Sunday School 
classes, Sunday School departments, societies, summer camps, Northfield 
Conferences where the writer has taught classes and served as Dean, 
teaching at the Baptist School or Methods at Ocean Park, Maine, and 
conducting classes in young people's work during the school seasons. 
During all these activities, missionary projects have been 
worked out, studied, and evaluated. Many church groups have co-oper-
ated. If one reads between these lines, then some conception of the 
background of the Missionary manuscript will be realized. 
THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT IN BRIEF. The outstanding projects explained 
in the Missionary manuscript are those involving maps. They are 
~ (1) electric maps, (2) airplane maps, (3) dot-sticker maps, (4) relier 
fl maps, (5) products maps. The Missionary manuscript gives complete 
i instructions regarding materials and suggested procedures. Key-person-
!l 
ality stories are presented. Bibliographies are tabulated pertaining 
to great pioneer aviators and missionaries, and the countries to be 
studied. The excerpts which follow show the spirit and plan of the 
I manuscript. 
MISSIONARY MM~SCRIPT EXCERPTS. The following nineteen pages are 
copied from the Missionary manuscript. They have been so chosen that 
I the reader should receive an impression of the Missionary manuscript 
as a whole. The Missionary manuscript pages have been so labeled. 
Other pages are inserted for explanatory purposes. The whole has been 
planned to provide the necessary background ror the thesis problem 
and research. 
i 
tl 
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Title Page (Missionary Manuscript) 
M I S S I 0 N A R Y AIR WAYS 
FOLLOW "FAit!OUS FLIGHTS" TO NORI'HERN BAPI'Isr MISSION FIELDS 
-o-
SPECIAL PROJECT MAPS FOR THE PROGRA1i OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION 
-o-
Excellent modern educative projects for Royal Ambassadors, World 
Wide Build girls, Junior High or Intermediate Departments and all ado-
lescent groups. 
This booklet contains complete instructions for the building by 
Young People, of the latest types of Airplane Maps, Dot-Sticker Maps, 
Product and Picture Maps based upon the results of three years of 
development in typical Young People's groups. These projects are 
based upon the psychology, interest, and activities of Young People 
as recognized by educators of the present day. Upon completion they 
can be used with great interest and effect by older and younger groups 
where Missionary Education is taking place. These materials will be 
found especially helpful in Church Mission Schools and groups where 
missionaries are the speakers or leaders. Many other educational uses 
of these materials will be discovered by the leaders. 
-o-
Department of Missionary Education 
Baptist Board of Education 
Northern Baptist Convention 
152 Madison Avenue 
New York City 
Copyright 195-
5 
I 
I. 
i: 
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~~ 
II 
II 
C 0 N T E N T S (Missionary Manuscript) 
Building the Maps 
(a) Electric Maps - Two Types 
(b) Aviation Maps 
(c) Dot-Sticker Maps 
(d) Special Current Emphasis Maps 
Famous Flights 
(a) Flights and Itineraries 
(b) Short Stories 
(c) Bibliography 
Key Personalities 
(a) Table 
(b) Stories 
(c) Bibliography 
The Fields Today 
(a) Principal Activities 
(b) The General Situation 
(c) Needs 
(d) Bibliography 
Assignments 
(a) Problems - such as Life in Countries Without 
M:issionaries, Medicine, Education, and the Like 
(b) Stories Read and Told by Pupils 
(c) Dramas 
(d) Posters 
(e) Projects 
Measurement of Outcomes 
(a) Written Questions 
(b) Oral Questions 
(c) Electric Map Wand Tests 
(d) Contributions of Money and Materials 
(e) Correspondence with People on the Fields 
6 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT 
Introduction 
i 
The use of visual, concrete materials1 in education today is 
not only well recognized, but heartily recommended by educators. The 
interest of the pupil must be aroused. Educative activities must be 
motivated. Suitable projects and problems must be provided for appli-
: cation of the subject matter, and involving pupil thought and partie-
ipation. Pupil needs and objectives require careful consideration. 
[i Finally, the needs of our missionary enterprise must be made a personal 
l matter for a maximal number of our pupils - our young people - our future supporters of the enterprise itself. 
·' 
-o-
~1 
II 
Objectives 
-o-
These are, principally -
1. To assist our teachers and leaders to realize the goals as above. 
2. To teach the names and locations of our missionary fields. 
3. The presentation of key missionary personalities and stories. 
4 . Instruction regarding the fields today. 
5. The picture of the vital needs of these fields. 
6. The arousing of the pupil' s desire to help in the enterprise. 
7. The creation of general interest in the missionary enterprise. 
8. Evaluation of results. 
-o-
lAubrey A. Douglass, Secondary Education, pp . 422-424. 
8 
Outcomes 
-o-
Some of the following outcomes have been measured. Others 
cannot be readily measured, but seem reasonable to expect and are 
sustained by evidence in the cases where these projects are being 
used. 
1. Individual interest in the missionary enterprise as evidenced b,y 
increased gifts, increased attendance at missionary meetings, insti-
tutes, conferences, and meetings where missionaries are the speakers. 
2. Knowledge of the missionary enterprise, the fields, their history, 
j the great missionaries and their field connections, as evidenced b,y 
I 
examinations. 
5. Offerings of various kinds, such as toys, cards, books, beads, 
dolls, bandages, and the like for a given station. 
4. Raising funds to support an individual bed, cot, or person in a 
1: 
station, or for a share in a station. 
5. A personal realization of the needs of the missionary enterprise 
or a particular field or station, evidenced by personal conferences, 
personal gifts, and individual efforts in behalf of various phases 
of the missionary program. 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
IJ 
9 
EXTRACTS FROM THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT 
The Plan - In General 
I. Building the electric missionary beacons map of 
'Famous Flights' or 
II. M~~ing the aviation maps, or locating 'Famous Flights' 
on any world map . 
III. Developing the pupil dot-sticker maps. 
IV. Telling 'Famous Flight' stories. 
V. Portraying key personalities. 
VI. Studying the fields today. 
VII. Developing current-emphasis maps. 
VIII. Assignments. 
IX. Measurement of outcomes. · 
l. 
!J 
' l
~ I 
[ 
I 
EXTRP.CTS FROM THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT 
Typical Details Page from the Missionary Manuscript 
The first step is to build the electric Missionary Beacons 
r 'Famous Flights' map, Part I, or to make an Aviation map, Part II. In 
conjunction with this, the pupil dot-sticker maps should be developed, 
Part III. Thus each pupil will gradually learn the names and loca-
tions of our missionary fields. The Beacons or 'Famous Flights' map 
forms the basis of an 'Around the World' airplane trip for the purpose 
of visiting our missionary fields. The educational plan of this trip 
is three-fold. 
A. As any one 'Famous Flight' is being followed, its story should 
be told, Part IV. 
B. As the beacon is approached, the outstanding stories should be 
told about the key personality of that field, Part V. 
C. Upon arrival at the beacon, the outstanding features of that 
field as it is today should be explained, Part VI. These various parts 
may be units for committees. 
The 'World Friendship Mission Airways Map' has the official 
mileage printed on it in intervals of one thousand miles. If the 
'Famous Flights' map is made as suggested in Part II, the mileages may 
be placed upon it as indicated in the Itineraries. These maps thus 
n lend themselves to interesting competitive programs. Each class or 
~· section of a group may have its ovm airplane. The individual air-
planes may be indicated by short 'Streamers' of colored thread or 
10 
I 
tl 
~ 
paper. The airplanes may be advanced each meeting by the number of 
miles scored on achievements of the individual classes according to a 
scoring program adopted by the entire group. The movement of the air-
planes is thus further motivated by this public recognition of achieve-
ments as the airplanes are advanced. Public recognition of achieve-
ments is recognized as a sound principle of character education. The 
electric map, b,y using the wand, can be used to test a person's 
knowledge of the location of our missionary fields. With the main 
switch set for a given station, if the wand touches the loop over that 
lamp, the lamp will light. When touched to any· other loop the lamp 
will not light. This forms an interesting test of pupil knowledge. 
These maps are most helpful and interesting if used in connection with 
addresses by visiting missionaries, in missionary study groups, or in 
connection with any missionary enterprise. Many other uses will 
suggest themselves to the alert teacher or leader. 
11 
I 
I 
~ I 
!I 
! 
!I 
~I 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPI' 
Developing Current-Emphasis Maps 
Each year our Baptist denomination emphasizes certain 
fields in its Missionar,y Education program. This involves special 
textbooks, visual materials, pamphlets, maps, and various projects. 
An inexpensive World Friendship Pictorial Map can be obtained, depict-
ing the particular field for the current year. This map may be pasted 
on beaver board, with wrapping paper pasted on the reverse side to 
prevent curling. Have hasps or hooks attached for hanging the map . 
This map may now be used in conjunction with the electric map in 
hi ghly interesting and educative projects described in detail in 
Part VII. 
~ 
' i' 
13 
. l SAMPLE IT INEF..ARY WORK SHEEr 
For the Pupil (Manuscript) 
Miles 
Lindbergh New York to Paris 3659 
Cobham Paris to Cairo 2100 
' Cairo to Congo 5500 
Congo to Cairo 5300 
), Smith Cairo to Bangkok 4800 
Bangkok to Iloi lo 1600 
Iloilo to Swat ow 1000 
Swatow to West China 900 
n West China to East China 1000 
! 
East China to Tokyo 1100 
: i Tokyo to Khabarovsk 1000 
~ 
Post-Gatty Khabarovsk 2441 
Solomon to Fairbanks 550 
Other itineraries complete the world flight. Flights may 
l be set up to i nclude any part of the world. 
I 
; 
ll 
EXPLANATION OF ATTACHED ILLUSTRATIONS OF PROJECTS A..~D 
OTHER MATERIALS DESCRIBED IN THE ~UlliUSCRIPT 
One type of electric map, "Mission Field Beacons", has been 
built by many groups of adolescent pupils. The worksheet was printed 
by the off-set process and will be included in the manuscript in that 
form. Pages sixteen and seventeen are one of these instruction sheets. 
Pages eighteen and nineteen show photographs of a completed 
map, with one beacon lighted. Beneath it is an original map, .ready 
for mounting, coloring, and electrification. 
An airplane map, or 'Famous Flights' map is shown in the 
photograph on Page twenty. A world map was copied on paper and the 
itineraries located on it. The pupils' ingenuity is apparent. The 
itineraries are much more interesting to pupils when plotted on an 
electric map. 
Both photographs were made in George Washington Hall in 
Washington, D. C., May, 1955. The Northern and Southern Baptist 
Conventions met in sequence there during that month. The N. E. A. 
was al so in session at the same time in t he same city. Many members 
of all three groups studied the maps and projects, with ver,y favorable 
comment. 
A typical pupil dot-sticker map is numbered Page twenty-one. 
The Missionary manuscript contains many other worksheets. 
These cover the missionary fields, dates of founding, key personali-
ties, geographical features, natives and the like, lists of materials, 
and instruction sheets. 
14 
II 
il 
Page twenty-two carries a key-personality story. This story 
may be told by a pupil, illustrated by excellent pictures available for 
that purpose, or as has been done frequently, dramatized by a co~~ittee 
as a unit of work. 
15 
MISSION FIELD BEACONS : Fig~ 1 16 
Materials: Sheet of 3-ply wood, world map (Friendship, Mission .Airways, Cloth Mission 
Field Map, etc.,), 1 box of No. 4-36 round-head brass bolts 3/4 11 long, 1 box. of nuts for 
same, 4 packages of radio lugs (20 in a package), 75 feet of No. 18 R.C. wi"re, 6 feet·· of 
bare No. 14 copper wire:, 2 cartons of 6-vol t miniature lamps ( 20 lamps-screw base.), suf _ 
ficient lamp cord to connect transformer and wand to map and for wires A and B, 6....;8 volt 
· transformer. Total cost retail is about e10. \'iire and transforjner can be bought in 
chain stores. An electrician in your church can get a discount on lamps and sockets. 
BUy the parts only as needed. This is a year's project. · 
1. Mount the map on the wood. Use jigsaw puzzle glue (cold glue). s 'pread it on the 
wooC.. Then place the map. Put weights on it to keep flat while drying. 
2. Have the Junior High Department girls do the water coloring - one class at a time. 
3. Have the same department boys do the electric work under supervision - one cl~s at 
a time. Do n~t wait until the coloring is done - start the wiring the same week on a 
different evening or afternoon. 
4. 1\'lount the No. 4 scre,7S on a circle of :3 11 radius, with radio lugs under the nuts on 
rear of map . 36 screws are used. 34 are terminals. ·2 screws diametrically opposite 
each other (x in Fig. 1) are mounted with heads on rear of map. The bolts project in 
tront forming stops for main switch S. These stop the · switch from c6mplete rotation 
whi ch wou ld break connecting wires A and B. 
5. Mount sockets in centers of mission fields (17 in all); usihg No. 4 screws. See 
Fig. 2. The porcelain can be broken away, the screws removed from the socket, and No. 4 
screws used for mounting the metal work. See Fig. 3. This is neater. Be sure to retain 
insulating washers in correct ·position between Illetal parts. Your _electrician or other 
mechanic should check this work carefully. Connect wires C and D~ Fig. 2 or .3, usine 
No. 18 wire, to diametrically opposite terminals of the main switch, Fig~ · l , and 4. Uote 
that D i ndicates wire with wand connection. This must be connected. to terminal in lower 
~alf of circle exactly a~ shoTIU in Fig. 1. 
6 • . Bend short pieces of No. 14 bare copper wire to fit under one terminal of l amp sock-
et and clear top of l~mp by a half inch. Bend a loop in the wire o-ver top o'f lamp. This 
is to be touched by the wand when using the "wand drill". The loop is eRsier to touch 
than a straight end. See Fig. 2 and 3. 
7. The main switch S, Fig . 4, consists of a piece of hard rubbe+ or thin wood R, to 
which bolt thin strips of brass. Wires A and B (Fig. 1) are lamp cord. For clearness 
only one wire (A) is sho'l'!ll in Fig. 4 • . Bring it from binding post A, Fig. 1, up thru the 
map, once loosely around the shaft of switch, and then connect to correct brass strip 
exactly as shown. Do the same for wire B. A short rod of steel or brass, wi th a radio 
knob on top, and a hole f or a cotter pin underneath the map, complete the main swi tch. 
!3. A 2-foot length of bras s curtain rod or othe r rod, fitted into a wooden handle with 
connecting wire jammed inside handle form the wand. For a few cents the rod can be 
plated. 
9. Lacquer the map after wa.t er-coloring. 
10. Mount hasps at each corner (upper) for sus pending from curtain hooks screwed into 
~all or bl a ckooard. 
11. Past e t, vuev:ritten names of mission fields opposite proper terminal-s. It is best to 
arrange co~1~ctions to bring these into alphabet i cal order. 
l 2 . Operation. Connect transformer and wand to map~ using lamp cord. Plug transfor~er 
into 110-volt outlet or lamp socket. Vilien swi tch W is on t erminal B, the main switch 
will light any one lamp. Vihen switch W i s ori t erminal E, the lamp for which switch S 
is set wi ll l ight when its loop is touched with t he wand. 
Important. I n Fig ~ 1 dott ed lines show wiring on back of map. All t e rminals including 
switch W er e No. 1-36 round-hea d bras s screws, nuts, radio lugs. Ju nior Hi gh boys 
quickly l earn t o solder using an electri c sol der i ng iron. The girls del i.ght in water-
colori ng. Thi s project is highl y i nt e r e2t i ng and i nstructive, and forms permanent 
equipment for use by any organizat ion. 
Copyright 19 ~ 3 by 
BaDtist Boar d of Education 
Department of Mission[!.r'J Education 
Pr of . A. Edwin Wells 
Lowell Text i le I nst itute 
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A KEY-PERSONALITY STORY FROM THE MISSIONARY MANUSCRIPT 
From the Life of David Livingstone 
-o-
COURAGE 
Near the junction of the Loangwa and Zambesi rivers, a 
local chief had been annoyed and angered by some men who were half 
Portugese, half .Afric~n. This chieftain, thinking Livingstone to be 
of the same race, threatened Livingstone and his companions. 
Livingstone opened ats shirt, showing his white skin. Though the 
chief admitted that his enemies were not like that, Livingstone could 
see that their suspicions were greatly aroused. It was evident that 
he might be killed the next day when attempting to cross the river. 
Should he cross secretly in the night? He had no fear for 
himself, only he felt it a pity for all his valuable discoveries to 
be lost. 
He took his Bible from its tin box and read in the flicker-
ing light, 11 Go ye therefore and teach all nations - - and lo! I am 
with you always." 
"It is the word of a Gentleman of t~e most sacred and 
strictest honor. I will not cross furtively by night as I intended. 
Should such as I flee? Nay, I shall take latitude and longitude 
observations tonight though they may be the last." 
In the morning the threatening savages, armed with spears, 
[;II I; surrounded Livingstone and his party. One canoe was loaned to them. 
I 
125 
Evidently some of his party could cross, the others would be killed. 
The luggage was carried over first, then the oxen, followed by the 
men. 
While the canoe was making these trips, Livingstone took 
his watch, magnifying lens, and other things from his pockets. He 
showed the threatening Africans how to burn with the lens qy focusing 
the sun's rays. They listened to the ticking of his watch. Closer 
around him they crowded and asked questions. 
Livingstone thanked them for the loan of the canoe. "I wish 
you peace," he said, as he entered the canoe. They paddled across the 
river - no man raised a spear against him. 
I 
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THE PROBLEM 
The background for the problem of this thesis has thus been 
presented. The Missi9nary projects listed on Page nine, under 'The 
Plan', some .of which ~e described in detail on Pages ten to twenty-
one, have been worked and modified many times. This modification was 
necessary - (1) to provide for individual differences, (2) to fit the 
pupils of different school grades, (5) to meet various pupil levels 
ranging from the brilliant pupils to members of the so-called oppor-
tunity class, (4) to be followed by teachers of both sexes, (5) for 
teachers ·of little mechanical skill, (6) to fit work ~~d instruction 
to Sunday and week-day hours in a manner comparable to atmosphere and 
programs pertinent to the respective days. 
These missionary projects have been worked by sixth, seventh, 
and ei~1th gTade pupils in the Sunday School, but largely by the Junior 
High group. Therefore, to verify or refute these missionary projects, 
a study of public school seventh and eighth grade projects in geog-
raphy was necessary. 
It must be borne in mind constantly that only projects in 
geography were to be studied. In order to verify or refute the Mission-
ary manuscript which is based entirely on projects, studies of or 
comparisons with other methods of class room procedure would have been 
wholly irrelevant, as such comparisons have been made elsewhere.1 
To verify or refute the Missionary manuscript, it was neces-
sary to determine the types of projects and methods of using them to 
IM. T. Thorp, "Objective Studies Showing Need for Giving Instruction 
in Use of Geography Tools." Unpublished Master's Thesis of Boston 
University, 1952. 
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motivate the study of geography in the Junior High School. Failure to 
find widely used projects similar to those described in the Missionar,y 
manuscript would clearly refute it. On the other hand, general use 
and recognition of similar projects and methods of procedure would 
clearly verify it. Therefore this thesis could in no way compare usual 
procedure with project procedure • 
.. 
In formulating the problem of this thesis and de-limiting it, 
the following features were in the foreground. As demonstrated on 
page two, geography was the parallel subject; motivation was the 
dominant theme; activities of' a project nature were to be observed; 
confusion of definitions was to be kept in mind; and finally, because 
of the usual public school organization and the writer's experience 
with Junior High school pupils, the sixth grade was omitted, t hus 
confining t he investigation to the Junior High school. 
FINAL STATNAENT OF THE PROBLEM. During the course in "Methods in 
Educational Research" the problem was analyzed as above and finally 
delimited to the followi ng st at ement:-
An investigation of the project materials and project methods 
used by teachers to motivate the study of geography in the seventh and 
eighth grades. 
CHAPTER II 
t:'IETHODOLOGY OF INVESTIGATION 
INTRODUCTION. The investigation was conducted in three parts. First, 
a study of textbooks was made to determine "what should be done" by 
teachers in utilizing projects or activities . Second, a reading of 
magazine articles was enjoyed in determining "what has been done" by 
teachers using geography projects. Third, as many seventh and eighth 
grades were visited as time and money permitted, to observe "what is 
l being done" by teachers of geography in action, i.e., current practice.l 
I 
I 
THE STUDY OF TEXTBOOKS. A mere perusal of texts to catch the word 
"project" or "activity" would have been aimless and rat her fruitless. 
In order to obtain helpful material, objectives were necessary in this 
study. They were -
(a) The discovery of projects listed as such. 
(b) The tabulation of tool materials that could be used in 
projects. 
(c) To list all activities which could become projects when 
so conducted. 
(d) To ascertain what aims or educative values were considered 
for the projects. 
(e) To find poss ible objective methods of evaluation. 2 
OBSERVATIONS DURING SCHOOL HOURS. To establish criteria, objectives, 
lThe Teaching of Geography, Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, pp . 267-271. 
2scientific Method in Supervision, Bureau of Publications, Teachers 
Coll.eP"R C:nlumbia___llniye_r.sity.: Volume 2 P-D • 145 181. 
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and methodology of observation, textbooks were canvassed thoroughly 
~ ~ regarding the project method. The first mention of the project idea 
was in 1887. The canvass of books, covering about thirty-five in all, 
began with this first mention of the project and follov1ed through to 
books published in 1957. As might be anticipated, overlapping of 
characteristics and descriptions amounted finally to almost complete 
repetitions. The later books summarize the unique features of the 
project method. Therefore, although many of the bibliography items 
discuss the method e.s well as actual projects, only the later books 
are .quoted in this chapter because of their summarizing nature. 
The unique features of the project method, leading to 
criteria for this investigation, may well begin with the supervisor's 
viewpoint. In analyzing the project method of teaching, Kyte1 suggests 
the following items: 
(a) The pupil must clearly understand why he is undertaking 
the project so that he will have a real purpose in beginning it. 
(b) He should recall past experiences to determine whether 
or not they can assist him in his effort. 
(c) He must find and collect additional information which 
will aid him also. 
(d) All of these data must be organized and assimulated bw 
the pupil so that he may arrive at the point where he can decide upon 
a plan. 
(e) When he has found a plan which seems satisfactory he 
cons~ructs or creates that which he set out to produce. 
lGeorge C. Kyte. How to Supervise p p . 155-56. 
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(f) The process of testing consists in putting the product 
to use in meeting the original pur pose. 
(g) There must be real human interest in it for him. 
(h) He must see adequate reasons for putting forth his best 
efforts. 
(i) He should e~~erience natural activities in natural 
s i tuations. 
(j) A good educative project should be broad in scope so 
that enrichment and enlargement of experience is possible throughout. 
(k) The child must be availing himself of useful knowledge. 
(1) Throughout the activity, t he eff ort and the product 
resulting from it shall be the child's own. 
(m) The project method of learning should r esult in outcomes 
or successes either judged or measured l argely by ob j ective standar ds 
' 
of achievement. 
Bossingl offers eight criteria for the selection of projects. 
(a) It should have definite educational values. 
(b) It should be adapted to the needs of the situation. 
{c) Avail ability of materials should be fully considered. 
(d) The time consumed must be commensurate with the values 
that accrue from the execution of the project. 
(e) The adaptability of project performance to the regi-
mentation of the school should be carefully considered. 
(f) Cost of materials often proves the determining factor 
l Nelson L. Bossing, Teachi ng in Secondary Schools, pp . 517-519. 
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in the selection of projects. 
(g) Can the desired educational values be secured most 
advantageously through the project? 
(h) A project should be capable of completion within the 
time limits set by the course. 
From the viewpoint of the writer's Missionary manuscript 
the following six ques·tions needed answering: 
plan? 
(a) "~at are the educational objectives, if any? 
(b) How is the ~roject adapted to individual differences? 
(c) What teaching techniques are employed? 
(d) What emphasis is placed upon the project in the lesson 
(e) Which projects are in the extra-curricular program? 
(f) How are the projects evaluated with respect to 
(1) teaching value, (2) sustained i nterest, 
(3) knowledge acquired? 
Having corralled these features and characteristics, the 
problem then was one of reducing them to a reasonable few, and measur-
ing them in as objective a manner as possible. 
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THE DATA SHEEI'. A detailed study of the foregoing twenty-seven items, 
with respect to the problem and its features as discussed in Chapter 
I, resulted in these key items: 
School Place 
Grade Date 
No. Pupils Time 
Teacher Supervisor 
Project Title Educative Aims 
Place in Curriculum Teaching Techniques 
Cost of Materials Organization 
Skills Required Assignments 
Methods of Evaluation 
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A data sheet listing these items was designed for quick 
answering. It was submitted to several supervisors, principals, and 
teachers for criticism. The form finally adopted is given on Page 
thirty-three. The outstanding requirement of the form was that it 
could be filled out in a few minutes. Time was precious. Teachers 
could be questioned only between classes as a rule. The writer could 
leave his ovm position only one day per week for the purpose of visit-
ing classes. To make the day rich in results, several classes should 
be visited, leaving only the few minutes between classes available for 
teacher interviews. 
The check list aided in saving time. It was suggested by a 
supervisor. Three items were answered by means of it. These items 
were - place in curriculum, teaching techniques, assignments. A study 
of Page thirty-three shows clearly the use of the check list. 
OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS DURING THE CLASS PERIOD. The next problem was 
a, to design methods of measuring objectively as many items as possible 
l r 
I during the class period. Objective measuring in education becomes 
I 
~ 
difficult when measuring class room activities. In fact, the measure-
ments are nearly all subjective in the final analysis. For example, 
the measurement of inattention was made by recording the minutes of 
inattention on the part of the individual pupil. When should the 
observer record a pupil as inattentive? Apparently only by the 
teacher's reaction. Vfuen the teacher spoke to a pupil regarding inat-
tention, then, surely, the observer must record it. Even then it is 
highly subjective. Teachers vary in their attention requirements. 
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The same teacher may var,r from day to day. Absolute measurement is 
not yet possible. However, there are 1nethods available wbich are far 
from the guessing zone. 
I 
The outstanding method is one known as the time study in 
industcy. This is described in detail in the Second Yearbook of the 
National Conference of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction.l Such 
a time study sheet adapted to the needs of this research is shown on 
Page thirty-five. The first point to note is that very elementary 
symbols, practically mnemonic in character, are used to indicate pupil 
and teacher actions. The observer quickly becomes familiar with them. 
The second point is that the pupils need be visualized by numbers only 
from the observer's viewpoint. If the same room was being studied 
repeatedly for a given purpose, then the pupils' names would be listed. 
The room chart sho~n on Page thirty-five is a copy of an 
actual one made during an eighth grade room study. Inattenti veness on 
the part of given pupils is indicated by the vertical lines opposite 
their names - pupils number 4, 18, and 23 in this case. 
OBJECTIVE MEASUREii.1ENTS FROM THE ROOM STUDY CHART. Measurements and 
conclusions were to be made as follows: 
(1) Pupil attention was used as a measure of sustained 
U interest. 
i 
(2) Inattention, dawdling, and disturbing measured lack of 
provision for individual differences. 
lscientific Method in Supervision, The Second Yearbook of the National 
Conference of Supervisors and Directors of Instruction, Volume 2, 
p p . 189-191. 
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ROOM DATA SHEET Fig. 6 
1. School 2. Place 
3. Grade 4. Date 
5. No . Pupils 6. Time 
7. Teacher 8. Supervisor 
9 . Project Title 
10. Place in Curriculum- Lesson Period Extra-Cur. 
Club Home Others 
11. Cost of Materials 
12. Skills required by 
Teacher 
Pupils 
13. Educative Aims 
A 
B 
c 
14. Teaching Techniques 
Construction Demonstration Drill Explanation Lect 
Q- A Recitation Others 
15. Methods of Evaluation with respect to 
Pupil Need 
Sustained Interest 
Knowledge Acquired 
Social Habits or Attitudes 
16. Organization of Subject Matter 
17. Organization of Classroom 
18. Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
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(3) Inattention alone showed a lack of human interest or 
felt need on the part of the inattentive pupil. 
(4) Voluntary contributions measured co-operation, helpful-
ness, initiative, desirable social attitudes. 
(5) Many questions regarding what to do, or how to do it, 
would indicate that the project or its conduct was above the student 
level of understanding or ability. 
(6) The number and per cent of pupils participating can be 
measured. 
( 7) The per cent of pupil-minutes alloted to each phase can 
be computed. 
(8) 'l'he number and types of phases show methods of adapting 
to individual differences. 
HEI'HODOLOGY OF THE DATA AND ROOM STUDY CHARTS. It was always made 
clear to the teacher that the investigation was not one of teacher-
rating in any sense of the word. The object of the investigation was 
to observe recognized project activities as carried out in actual 
practice. 
The observer sat in the rear of the room, preferably in or 
near one corner. This location gave an excellent perspective of the 
entire room. 
While the pupils were filing in, the t wo charts were placed 
on the desk and a watch placed with them. 
Items one to seven inclusive listed on the Room Data Sheet 
of Page thirty-three, Fig. 6, could be filled in at once. Items 
fiooM CHART No .I BML7 55 
PHASES Rec. Q-A Lee Q-A-Rec 
PUP/ LS 5 /0 IS )0 ~ 
I !l. 
:2. /f. B v 
3 v 1. 
'f I 
s 
" 
k 
7 
~1 1. 
/0 VI 
I{ 
f.:{ ~ v 
!3 ~ J}_ 
llf 
v"" ,,-
!b Example(se e key below): 
/7 v 
!';- I pupil number two recited 11 
~0 
,(f during t h e four t h minute, 
..(~ 
--?B 
l 3 I 
l lf .ll v v work e d at the board the 2>-
] /, v next minute, and made 17 -1 1 
2f 
~<j v voluntary contribution 
)0 ~ 
Jl 1 ~ ~ 
)1 
v 
the sixteenth minute . 
3) 
J'f v 
)5 
J' 1 1 )7 
J~ 
Answers + Awaits help 
' 
Inattention 
Dawdle s / Disturbs Work ing w 
K E y 
Question ? Re citation lt. Helps others 0 
Re ads R At board B Te ache r he lps T 
Voluntary contr ibution v 
twelve, fourteen, sixteen, seventeen, ei ghteen, could be answered as 
the period progressed. Items eight, nine, ten, eleven, thirteen, 
fift een, resulted from the teacher interview. 
The observer visualized the pupils by number for the Room 
Chart of Page thirty-five. Frequently there were the same number of 
pupils per row, thus simplifying observations. Numbers according to 
the pupils were written under the heading of "pupils" (see Page thirty-
five). The 11 phases 11 were noted as the period progressed (see Page 
t~~rty-five). In slow-moving projects, the Room Chart needed to be 
filled out only as events occurred. 
The events were recorded according to the following plan: 
(1) Inattention - pupil spoken to by the teacher, or gazing 
out of the window for more than one minute. 
(2) Distu1rbs - pupil spoken to by the teacher, or obviously 
disturbing another pupil by jostling or the like. 
(5) Dawdles - pupil urged to "speed up" by the teacher. 
(4) Awaits help - teacher observes the need but is delayed 
in responding. 
(5) All other items, such as reading aloud, working at the 
blackboard, reciting, are obvious events, to be recorded while occur-
ring. 
MET HODOLOGY OF THE PROCEDURE. 
(1) Permission to visit classrooms was obtained from the 
superintendents of the school systems selected. It must be borne in 
mind constantly that this research was not for the purpose of deter-
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mining what Junior High schools or how many of them used projects for 
motivation, but rather an investigation of the projects used to moti-
vate the study of geography. Therefore it would have been wholly 
outside the scope of this problem to have visited schools where no 
project activities were utilized. 
(2) A sufficient number of data and room study charts were 
prepared in advance. 
(5) On the morning of the visitation day, the principal of 
the grades to be visited was interviewed and the object of the visit 
made clear. 
(4) The observer was then introduced to the teachers whose 
rooms would be visited before recess, usually two of them. 
(5) The observations were made and the teachers interviewed. 
(6) During recess the observer usually enjoyed an highly 
enlightening interview with the principal, met the teachers of more 
classes, if more were to be doing project work after recess, or else 
interviewed teachers who had spare hours or home study groups after 
recess, for information regarding home projects. 
MARVELOUS CO-OPERATION. In every case, without exception, principals 
and teachers were most co-operative. They literally 'extended' 
themselves to help the writer. 
It simply must be noted, in passing, that actual joy was 
expressed many times after the writer was asked, with bated breath, 
if a questionnaire must be filled out, and a negative answer was 
given. Shudders - oh shudders at the caustic adjectives the question-
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na.ires received. This would be irrelevant only that interviews 
proceeded most spiritedly and friendly after the questionnaire complex 
had been eliminated. 
'I 
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CHAPTER III 
THE INVESTIGATION 
Part 1 - "WHAT SHOULD BE DONE 11 , BY THE TEXTBOOKS 
INTRODUCTION. The investigation of textbooks covered approximately 
thirty-five items published from 1887 to 1957 inclusive. Because of 
marked overlapping, only those texts are here cited which summarize the 
unique features, characteristics, and difficulties of the problem 
method. 
The twenty-two titles selected for the bibliography, while 
overlapping to the point of repetition, for the greater part, were 
chosen because each contained at least one idea or project or project 
tool peculiar to itself. 
The projects and tool materials discovered in all these 
books are summarized in tabular form on Page forty-four. 
A survey of books on methods of teaching geography - 1887 to 
1952 - 1 presents an excellent overview of the history of the project 
method. It is here summarized. Archibald Geikie, The Teaching of 
Geography, 1887, suggested that teachers draw from the daily experi-
ences of their pupils, and begin instruction with the pupils' inter-
ests and abilities. How prominent are these theories todayt 
King, Methods and Aids in Geography, 1888, discussed the 
use of maps and pictures. Frye, Geography Teaching with Sand Modeling, 
1892, emphasized the importance of land relief, and the use of sand 
luA Survey of Books on Methods of Teaching Geography", .Journal of 
Geography, XXXII (October, 1955) p. 285. 
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models. Pictures, maps, and model~, were mentioned in four books 
published during the years 1909-1915. 
In 1921, Branam Brothers, The Teaching of Geograppy, offered 
some classroom activities, and the problem-project method was empha-
sized. Rose Clark's Unit Studies in Geography, 1924, presented 
organized units with many accompanying activities. 
In 1929 , Modern Methods in Teaching Geography, Crawford and 
McDonal d, supplied projects and problems, while "visual aids" and 
"social viewpoint" were new terms. From this time on, these terms 
becallle common to an increasing numb.er of books. This completes the 
Silllli~ary of the article. 
ADVANTAGES - CHARACTERISTICS - DIFFICULTIES. In 1927, Douglassl 
pointed out 11If the activities of secondary education are to be deter-
mined through an analysis of life activities, they will be in terms 
of projects." He goes on to indicat e that "less stress will be pl aced 
upon subjects" because the pupil will attack the project using all 
his knowledge and skil+.s, regardless of subjects. Here is an impor-
tant characteristic of the project method of teaching. 
Bossing2 shows the characteristics differentiating between 
the problem and the project. The problem results in a theoretical 
answer, with no "doing" or 11 action11 as a result. The project is an 
activity that "finds completion in the manipulation of materials in a 
natural manner as determined by the nature of the activity proposed. 11 
lAubrey A. Dougl ass, SecondarY Education, pp. 558- 559. 
2Nelson L. Bossing, Teaching in Secondary Schools, pp . 514-516. 
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Bossing lists some special problems i nvolved in operating 
the project method. They are -
(a) Problem of class management. Discipline arises because 
of conflicting interests, group organizing for a large project, and the 
extra attention the teacher must give to getting and caring for the 
materials. 
(b) The solution of projects. First, a single project 
involves the acceptance of the entire group, i.e., by each individual 
pupil. Second, the management of pupils with individual projects 
requires r are skill and ability. 
(c) Co-ordinating work in continuity and progression. The 
project a."'ld continuity in a course of study do not fit naturally 
together. It is a serious problem to avoid "intellectual fragmenta- . 
tions." 
(d) Co-ordination of project activity with school organiza-
tion. Many projects will not fit a given school organization. Thus 
desirable projects must be omitted because they cannot be completed in 
one hour, or in the same room which is occupied by several different 
classes during the day, or because the room equipment must be altered. 
Crawford and McDonaldl offer these q~estions for testing the 
desirable characteristics of a proposed project:-
(a) Are suffici ent materials and apparatus available? 
(b) Are the pupils able to do what it will require? 
(c) Can it be completed within the time avai lable? 
lclaude C. Crawford, Lois P. McDonald, Modern Methods in Te~ching 
Geograppy, pp . 156, 188, 226 . 
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(d) Will .it be possible to utilize all the pupils most of 
the time? 
(e) Is it important enough to be worth the time and effort 
it will require? 
Smithl states that the object of the project is to create a 
desire to work with enthusiasm, provide opportunity for continually 
working with one's fellows, and to develop ·social virtues. 
Ada.ms2 says "Teaching must be centered around big, dominant 
undertakings which may serve as units of study," and "The child 's 
interest is at its greatest height when he is engaged in the pursuit 
of some self-chosen project." Add to this Branom's5 declaration 
"A child makes better progress in relation to those situations in 
which he has an inherent interest." He further states that the 
project should be a desirable unit of activity with a well-defined, 
worth-while objective. The motive should be due to the worth-whilenesf 
of the goal. 
ABOUT ~AAPS. Since the writer's Missionary manuscript deals largely 
with map project work, the viewpoints of the textbook authors are 
important. "The root of all geographical ability lies in being at 
home with maps." MacKinder. 
Fleuse4 declares "Among all the documentary records that men 
may make, there are few more vital or more complex in their relations 
lE. Ehrlich Smith, Teaching Geography by Problems. pp. 61-62. 
2william c. T. Adams, Practical Methods for Teaching ElementarY 
Geograppy, pp. 60-62. 
5Mendel Branam, Teaching of Geography, Chap. XX. 
4H. J. Fleuse, Teaching of Geography, pp . 175-194. 
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than maps." He adds 11It is endlessly possible to improve them so that 
points of intense human interest, overlooked in the early stages of 
generalization, may be brought out by more delicate portrayal of the 
complex realityt 11 He says f urther that there is increasing scope for 
originality in connection with maps, on the part of teachers and 
taught. 
Adamsl summarizes a number of authors listed in the bibli-
ography by stating "The map should not be an end in itself, but a 
means to an end. 11 
Finally, it is interesting to note that every author who 
mentions projects always places map work in his suggestions, and 
usually ranks it first in motivating, sustaining interest, and offer-
ing maximal possibilities. 
l William C. T. Adams, Practical Methods for Teaching ElementarY 
Geography, pp. 60-62. 
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Tables I and II list maps and other materials suggested for 
project work as compiled from the complete textbook investigation. 
Each type was suggested by two or more authors. 
TABLE I 
Types of Maps 
Outline Drawing Modeling 
Blackboard Relief Putty 
Physical Cartoon Food 
Climate Products Jig-saw, 
Diagram- to show how features affect man's act~vities 
Outline map slide for stereopticon, traced on glass 
Photo-relief 
Rainfall 
Current 
Color-physical 
Temperature 
Profile 
Contour 
Wind 
Pictorial 
Cut-up 
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TABLE II 
Miscellaneous Projects and Their Tool Materials 
Sand Models 
Stereographs 
Lantern Slides 
Charts 
Graphs 
Dramatization 
Peep Boxes 
Scrapbooks 
Museum 
Exhibits 
Moving Pictures 
Weather Bureau 
Planetarium 
Paper Pulp for Modeling 
Miniatures of Formations, Habitations 
Construction of the Nile Valley 
Around the World by Airplane 
Construction of a Swiss Mountain Scene 
European Products Exhibit for Fair 
Follow U. S. Army World Fli ers of 1924 
Specimens and Collections 
World's Fair 
Geography Games 
Letter Writing 
Journey Geography 
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Part 2 - "ViHAT HAS BEEN DONE", BY THE MAGAZINES 
INTRODUCTION. As might be expected, a great many magazine articles 
which apparently covered projects, according to the indexes, proved to 
be otherv;ise in nature. Also many of the projects listed above were 
being utilized by teachers of geogr aphy or socialized studies. There-
fore this resume need cover only the newer projects not mentioned in 
the textbooks. 
Of the twenty-six titles listed in the bibliography, seven-
teen are reviewed here because t hey are unique, practic~;l, educat ive, 
highly moti vating, and well evaluated. The other titles listed in the 
bibliography follow procedures commonly recommended by the textbooks, 
but showing unusual originality in application. 
MODERN PROJECI'S "THAT ARE BEING DONE" IN PRACTICE. Soap carvingl 
stands out in front as being new, different, and inexpensive in mate-
rials. It also brings out pupil t alent. In this case it motivated 
the study of Alaska. 
11String11 maps appear as something new in map projects. An 
exhibit consisting of a map of a given region, with products from that 
region placed about the edges of the map, had strings connected between 
the p roducts and the proper locations o£ p roduction on the map . 2 
Strings can be used in this general way in connection with peoples, 
climates, numerous things , in fact. 
lRuth A. T.aylor, "Alaska, the Land of the Totem Poles," Grade Teacher, 
LII (February, 1935), p . 46. 
2E. E. Eisen, "Exhibits of Geography Work," Journal of Geography, 
XXXII (March, 1935), pp . 108-114. 
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Maps may be mounted on wall board • . Then colored thumbtacks 
can be used in a variety of ways.1 They may show products, for exam-
ple, and also may be used for drill work, or examinations. 
Gummed dots are being used in a variety of ways.2 They may 
be placed on pupil outline maps, or other maps, to show places, things, 
trade routes, ad infinitum. 
Then there is the cartograph map. 5 Little men were cut out 
. of black tape, each to represent seven million people, and placed on a 
map to make a population map. 
An unique project was that of "using flowers to teach geog-
raphy." This began with a study of the flowers of the world. Pictures 
were cut from catalogs and mounted on a world map. It involved studies 
of soils, climates , people, industries which in many cases were direct-
ly connected with flowers, history, and general information. 4 Total 
motivation was provided for a term, incidentally providing a vast fund 
of knowledge about flowers. 
"October Map. To :Market We Go," provided study of food 
distribution b,y beginning with the fall vegetables, making map loca-
t ions of them, studying refrigeration, and transportation.5 
Maps and questions may be pasted on cardboard or wall board6 
lE. E. Eisen, "Exhibits of Geography Work," Journal of Geography, 
XXXII (March, 1955), pp. 108-114. 
2E. E. Eisen, loc. cit. 
5E. E. Eisen, loc. cit. 
4Fairolia C. Weaver, "Flowers to Teach Geography," Instructor, XLV 
October, 1936), p. 58, cont. p. 75. 
5"0ctober Map. To Market We Go," American Childhood, XXII (October, 
1956)' p, 7 
6Ralph s. Harris, "Geographical Jig-saw Puzzles," Journal of Geography, 
XXXIV (February, 1955), p.· 87. 
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to be cut with a jigsaw. Each pupil does this with his own map and 
questions. The resultant puzzles are exchanged b,y the pupils to be 
taken home for solving. 
Another most excellent project was entitled "Around the 
World with Stampstnl Each pupil chooses a country, thus forming a 
committee for each country. Stamps were gathered, sorted into envel-
opes according to countries. Stamps were then selected according to 
industries, animals, harbors, and the like, and mounted in notebooks. 
Maps were also mounted in the notebooks. After the necessary study 
and research, a pupil became a guide to a country. His Committee's 
part of the project was then presented to the class as a travel talk. 
One form of "electrified map" was discovered.2 It was a form 
of wand map for drills in locating places. Brads were pushed through 
from the back of the wall board, holding the wires in place on the back 
of the map, and the protruding points on ·the front made the contact 
points. The diagram is given on Page forty-nine, Fig. 7. 
One article, in summarizing map work, 5 stressed the fact 
that pupils should work from published maps, rather t han from those 
drawn by themselves due to pupil inaccuracies. He further stressed 
the necessity of training teachers more thoroughly in the use and 
interpretation of maps for the accomplishment of better graphical, 
varied, and interpretative work. 
lHope Westbrooke, "Around the World with Stamps," Grade Teacher, L 
(October, 1952), p . 117. 
2"Electrified Map," American Childhood, XIX (Optober, 1955), p. 29 
5Frank E. Sorenson, "Influence of Specific Instruction on Map 
Interpretation," Journal of Geography, XXXV (November, 1958), p . 500. 
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£" Batteries 
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Of-------0 
----......0 0 
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~ 
Legend 
One wand is touched to a legend contact 
bearing name of place to be located. If 
the other wand is touched to the correct 
"place" contact, the lamp lights . 
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An unusual city-wide project was a "Trip Around the World."l 
Each school selected a different country. The pupils formed committees 
for projects pertaining to their countries. Nine weeks were required 
for the completion of these projects. They involved exhibits, dancing, 
music, windmills, villages, ad infi nitum. All projects were brought 
together in one building for the public and pupils to see and study. 
The entertainment consisted in the dancing, music, stories, and other 
suitable projects. 
"Making Geography a Joy,n2 utili zed motivation through the 
use of newspapers, a .method always up to date. Notebooks were kept 
regarding world affairs, by clipping items, maps, pictures, and mount-
ing them in co-ordination for continuity. These were supplemented by 
socialized recitations, reviews, quizzes. This is an excellent project 
for social studies, but it requires a highly skilled teacher. 
Navigation by the stars5 provided studies of latitude and 
longitude. Sextants were made. Special knowledge and skill were 
necessary for the teacher. 
While dramatization was frequently mentioned in the usual 
form, a new method of use for motivation was entitled 11Uncle Bil l's 
Family Reunion. n4 The pupils portrayed the countries and brought 
gifts to their uncle. These gifts represented products. The pupils 
1 11Trip Around the World, 11 School Arts Magazine, XXXV (April, 1956), 
p . 497. ( 2~.Uldred H. Cole, "Making Geography a Joy, 11 Instructor, XLV September, 
1956), p . 60. 
5nA Project in Navigation, 11 School, Science and Mathematics, XXXVI 
(June, 1956), p . 580, . 
4Lillian Oleson, nnramatization to Vitalize Geography Teach1ng," 
Journal of Geography, XXXIII (March, 1954), PP• 91-97. 
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told f acts and gave descriptions in the fo rm of stories about their 
countries. A f eature of this drama was t hat it could be entirely 
pl anned, written, costumed, studied, and executed, by pupils. 
11A Study of Snow 111 resulted in records, causes , snow.flake 
study, giving excellent mot ivation for climate study. 
For the brilliant or t alented student, portraits o.f people 
showing costumes, or facial char acteristics were made on blackboard 
or wall board.2 If drawn on wall board they were made permanent by 
spr aying with charcoal fixatif. 
In closing this part, it should be noted that there were 
numerous articles for and about the pro ject method . These pr esented 
the s a.me general f acts, principles, and viewpoints as contained in 
the t extbooks. 
lRuben L. Parson, "Geography Lessons i n Snow," Journal of Geogr aphy , 
rXXXIII (December, 1954), p . 554. 
211Figure Drawing and Geography," School Arts Magazine, XXXV (February, 
1956), p . 574. 
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Part 5 - 11 V¥'HAT IS BEING DONE", BY CLASSES IN ACTION 
INTRODUCTION. This part is presented by using four pages for each 
class observed in action. The first page is the data sheet, the second 
is the room study chart, the third is the period analysis, and the 
fourth is a graph sheet showing interest and phases. 
Home projects are presented as they were described or exhib-
ited to the writer by principals and teachers. 
A lettering system is used to denote names, schools, and 
localities. Keys to this system are available. 
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Symbol 
P-M 
Rec 
Q-A 
Lee 
Vol. 
Exp 
Asn 
TABLE III 
Key to Symbols for the Room Chart Phases 
Explanation 
Con. 
Pupil Minutes 
This is the product of the number of pupils times 
the number of minutes in the period. 
Recitation 
Question-answer 
Teacher lectures 
Voluntary contribution 
Explanation by teacher 
Assignment 
55 
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II 
I 
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TABLE IV 
Time Study Symbols for the Room Chart 
Awaits Help \ . 
Disturbs 
Recitation r 
At Board B 
Leaves Room LR 
Inattention 
Voluntary Contribution v 
Help Others 0 
Teacher Helps T 
Dawdles I 
Question ? 
Reads Aloud R 
Pupil Working 
on Project w 
These Time Study Symbols were printed on each Room Chart 
for quick reference during the class period • 
Key to Graphs 
The lower curve shows the phases plotted in percent of 
period taken by each phase, versus minutes of period. The symbols 
indicate type of phase (refer to Table III). The numbers just above 
this curve indicate the number of pupils participating actively. 
The upper curve is the attention curve. The numbers just 
below it indicate the number of pupils inattentive during the corre-
sponding phase. 
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School - M 
ROOM STUDY NO. 1 
Data Sheet No. 1 
Place - L 
Symbol B M L 7 
Grade - 7 Date - March 24, 1957 
No. Pupils - 38 Time - 8:55 a.m. 
Teacher - B Supervisor 
Project Title - not a project 
Place in Curriculum Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Home Others 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project 
Cost of Materials - three usual type large maps 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - usual 
Pupils - usual 
Educative Aims 
A - general information regarding United States possessions 
B -
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration Drill 
Explanation Lecture 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need 
Sustained Interest 
Recitation 
Knowledge Acquired - usual written tests 
Social Habits or Attitudes 
Organization of Subject Matter - excellent 
Organization of Class Room - excellent 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine 
Others 
Explanation 
Problematical 
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Room Chart l Room Study cJ o . l b ivi L 7 
T'hrr s e:·s .lf'gc Q - p ;(ec. Q -.4-~c 
i 
Pv~//S 
s /o /< 2 n ~ 7cHnn t .,.!'l 
I 
.It 
,.. /t./.3 v 
3 v /t 
.., I 
I' 
(, 
.IT. 
7 
r 
5 .J'[ 
/0 V I 
If 
o . .J'[ v 
t.J /( 1'1. 
'Y /t 
/,( v 
/l, (see key below): 17 v Example 
IF I 
' 'I pupi l number t wo recited 
.20 dur i ng t he fourth minute, :JJ 
.J-2 ..t!/3 
:;u I worked at t he boar d the 
N /"L v v 
z> next mi nute , and made 
2(. v 
~7 /( /"L volunt ary contri bution 
z f 
,., v the s ixteent h minute. 
Jo .1'{. 
.3 1 -"t -"t ""-
:p 
: JJ v 
.N v 
J.J 
f't Jl. 
.17 .fl., 
J f 
Key 
help "'--
'· I Answers + Awaits Inattention 
Dawdles I Disturbs - Worki ng w 
Q.uestion ? :H.ecitation r Helps others 0 
Reads R At board B 
·' 
Teacher helps ,_T 
Voluntary contribution v. 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
ROOM STUDY NO. 1 
PERIOD ANALYSIS FOR B M L 7 
Phases 
P- M Percent 
Recitation 190 22.8 
Question-answer 228 27.2 
Lecture 114 15.6 
Recitation 504 56.4 
856 100.0 
Pupils actively participating 
Attention 
P-M 
190 
224 
114 
504 
832 
25 
Percent 
100 
98.5 
100 
100 
99.5 
Percent 
60.6 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 11 29 
Pupils inattentive 4 10.5 
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Graph 1 Room Study No. 1 
;z_ 
Example . The first phase was a recitation of f ive minutes 
diu•at i 9n , pr 22 .• 8 percent of the tot a l P-M. During this phase 
8 pupils partici pated acti vely . il.lso tile attention was 100 percent . 
During the second phase t he attenti on was 98 . 3 percent because 
2 pupils were inattentive. 
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Q A - ~f! c. Phdse.s 
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2.0 I flee. 
I 
~-~c. 
0 ..,. 8 12. 16 20 :2-4 
Per/ocl /n Mtiut~fe5 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 2 
Data Sheet No. 2 
Symbol H M L 7 
School - M Place - L 
Grade - 7 Date - March 24, 1937 
No. Pupils - 37 Time - 8:20 a.m. 
Teacher - H Supervisor 
Project Title - outline maps and drill 
Place in Curriculum Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Others 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project - entire period 
Cost of Materials - mimeographing of outline maps 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - ordinary 
Pupils - ordinary 
Educative Aims 
A - mountains and valleys in Canada (outline map - home work) 
B - general knowledge of Nova Scotia 
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration Drill 
Explanation Lecture Recitation Others 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need 
Sustained Interest - by attention and quality of map work 
Knowledge Acquired - by usual written examination 
Social Habits or Attitudes 
Organization of Subject Matter - excellent 
Organization of Class Room - excellent 
Assignments - Time 
8th min. 
Choice 
lOth min. 
Routine Problematical 
last 2 min. 
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Room Stu dy No. 2 
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VJ? (see key b e low): 7 B 
It" v 11 
"t Pupil nume:er 
/0 
/ I 
eight ma de 
/4 v v a voluntary 13 I fl I contribution 
I ? vv the fourt eenth /oJ- v v ? 
~~ v minute a nd 
I? v recited 
/f- Vt? during the 
l'f 
.;10 1 n thirty - fourth 
Sf v minute 
a.;z. I I 
Cl3 B YY 
~'( ?@ /7 
.tS 
dF-
~7 v fl 
~ v fl 
d.'r n 
dO I ll I 
.JJ I I? 
.3-l,. 
33 
~'{ 
.3S' 
.3£, 17 
J7 n 
31-
.3'f 
ro 
Answers + Awa its help \ Inatte ntion I 
Dawdles / Disturbs - Working w 
K E Y Question ? Recitation , Jt Helps oth ers 0 
Reads R At board 8 Teache r helps 1 
Voluntary contribution 
" 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 2 
PERIOD ANALYSIS FOR H M L 7 
Phases Attention 
P-M Percent P-M Percent 
1. Explanation 108 7.7 108 100 
2. Recitation (question-answer) 144 10.5 144 100 
5. Assignment 108 7.7 108 100 
4. Recitation (question-answer) 216 15.4 215 99 .5 
5. Pupil reads from his notebook 
about Nova Scotia 216 15.4 212 98.2 
6. Question-answer 144 10.5 144 100 
7. Presentation of notebooks, 
maps, pictures 72 5.1 72 100 
8. Recitation 524 25.0 521 99 
9. Assignment 72 5.1 72 100 
1404 100.0 1596 99 .5 
Percent 
Pupils actively participating 29 80.7 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 17 46 
Pupils inattentive 5 15.5 
e e 
Per Cent Graph 2 
Room Study No. 2 
/oo .-------....__ _______ ..,.-J ____ ....__ ____ __,_ Attention 
I 4- 1-
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~ Phases £,-p. A.s.v 
R~c: 
() e 0> /b .Z+ :JZ ~ ~ 
Period in Minutes 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 5 
Data Sheet No. 5 
Symbol M M L 0 
School - M Place - L 
Grade - 8 Date - March 24, 1957 
No. Pupils - 28 Time - 9:50 a.m. 
Teacher - M Supervisor 
Project Title - map locations - sub-level pupils 
Place in Curriculum Lesson Period 
Club Home 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project - whole period 
Cost of Materials - Frye Geographies 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - great patience 
Pupils - map reading ability 
Educative Aims 
A - map interpretation 
B - factual knowledge 
C - hold interest through a period 
Extra-cur 
Others 
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration 
Explanation Lecture 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need 
Sustained Interest 
Recitation 
Knowledge Acquired - one written question 
Drill 
Others 
Reading 
Social Habits or At t i.t udes - t aught to help each other, 
apparently recognized each other's helplessness 
Organization of Subject Matter - did a splendid piece of work 
Organization of Class Room - no equipment 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
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Room Chart No. 5 Room St udy No. 5 65 
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IJ.- (see key belo !3 w): 
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I> 0 0 
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;, I was inattent i ve 
11 I? 
If /1 the eighth and n 
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J.5 Rv 
i Di 
~ v- mi nute. 
, 1 0 () 
2f' 
J..f 1/ v 
Jo 
Key 
Answers + Awaits help \. Inattent i on 
Dawdles I Disturbs - Working 
Questi on ? Reci t ation r Helps o t hers 0 
Reads R At board B Teacher helps T 
Volunt ary contribut i on v 
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ROOM STUDY NO . 5 
PERIOD MiALYSIS FOR M M L 0 
Phases Attention 
P-i'1i Percent P-M Percent 
1. Explanation 112 15.2 112 100 
2. Lecture and explanation 224 26 .7 216 96.5 
5. Class and teacher read rrom 
books, teacher explains words 224 26 .7 222 98.3 
4 . Books closed - recitation 140 16.7 140 100 
5. Test - one written question 140 16.7 140 100 
840 100.0 850 98.8 
Percent 
Pupils actively participating 15 46.4 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 7 24 
Pupils inattentive 7 25 
I 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 4 
Data Sheet No. 4 
Symbol H R M 7 
School - R Place - M 
Grade - 7 Date - March 51, 1957 
No. Pupils - 25 Time - 10:00 a.m. 
Teacher - H Supervisor - superintendent 
Project Title - products location - cartoons 
Place in Curriculum - Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Home Others 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project - twenty minutes of fifty-five minute 
period 
Cost of Materials - pupils supplied paper and did work on it 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - usual 
Pupils - ability to interpret maps, and draw cartoons 
Educative Aims 
A - value of United States possessions (outlying) as war bases 
B - how a bill is made law, by cartoon 
Teaching Techniques - Construction 
Explanation Lecture 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need - pupils s ense need 
Sustained Interest 
Demonstration 
Recitation 
Drill 
Others 
Knowledge Acquired - true false, completion, multiple choice 
Social Habits or Attitudes - appear improved, says teacher 
Organization of Subject Matter - excellent 
Organization of Class Room - excellent 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
II 
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Room Study No. 4 
Rec.. 
j{) IS 
v 
If 
v' 
v 
Vk 
/'v 
NB 
I 
JV 
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RRFI 
IV 
I 
/'v I 
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Example 
(see key below): 
I 
v 
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Pupil number three did work at the blackboard 
the seventh minute and recited the fourteenth 
minute. 
Key 
Answers + Awaits help 
' 
Inattention 
Dawdles I Disturbs - Working 
Question ? Recitation r Helps others 
Reads R At board B Teacher helps 
Voluntary contribution v 
I 
w 
0 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 4 
PERIOD ANALYSIS FOR H R M 7 
Phases Attention 
P-M: Percent P-.M Percent 
1. Teacher talks 115 10.4 115 100 
2. Recitation 207 18.7 207 100 
5. Explanation 158 12.5 158 100 
4. Recitation 115 10.4 115 100 
5. Study 69 6.5 64 92.8 
6. Group conferences 115 10.4 115 100 
7. Cartoon study 161 14.6 160 99.5 
B. Cartoon recitation 184 16.7 182 99 
I ,, 
1104 100.0 1096 99.2 
Percent 
Pupils actively participating 15 56.5 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 5 21.7 
Pupils inattentive 6 26.1 
Percent 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 5 
Data Sheet No. 5 
Symbol C R M R 
School - R Place - M 
Grade - 7 Date - March 51, 1957 
No. Pupils - 54 Time - 11:20 a.m. 
Teacher - C Supervisor - superintendent 
Project Title - notebooks, study, and review 
Place in Curriculum - Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Home Others - supervised study period 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project - entire period - pupils exhibit notebooks 
and tell about one interesting feature 
Cost of Materials - notebooks 
Skills Required qy 
Teacher - ordinary 
Pupil - neatness, mechanical ability 
Educative Aims 
A - motivation through creative work in notebooks 
B - study of Western Europe 
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration 
EXPlanation Lecture Recitation 
dlethod of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need 
Drill 
Others 
Exhibition of 
notebooks 
Sustained Interest - general interest in their work 
Knowledge Acquired - usual tests 
Social Habits or Attitudes - pride in good work 
Organization of Subject Matter - excellent 
Organization of Class Room - well-handled 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
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Key 
Answers + Awaits hel p 
' 
Inat t ention I 
Dawdl es I Di sturbs - Working w 
Question ? Recitat i on r Helps other s 0 
Reads R At board B Teacher helps T 
Vohmtary Contribution v 
1. 
2. 
5. 
-
[! 
ROOM STUDY NO. 5 
PERIOD ANALYSIS FOR C R M 7 
Phases 
P-M Percent 
Presentation of scrapbooks 1122 82.5 
Explanation 102 7.5 
Questions-answers 136 10 
1360 100.0 
Attention 
P-M Percent 
1116 99.5 
99 97 
135 99 . 3 
1350 99.3 
Percent 
Pupils actively participating 22 64.7 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 18 53 
Pupils inattentive 7 20.6 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 6 
Data Sheet No. 6 
Symbol M C M 8 
School - C Place - M 
Grade - 8 Date - March 51, 1957 
No. Pupils - 55 Time - 1:40 p .m. 
Teacher - M Supervisor - superintendent 
Project Title - inventions, part of three parts, group debates 
Place in Curriculum Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Home Others 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project 
Cost of Materials - none for the debates, good notebooks and 
posters on inventions 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - good administrator 
Pupils - high intelligence 
Educative Aims 
A - development of country through inventions 
B 
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration Drill 
Explanation Lecture Recitation Others 
.-
Group debates 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need 
Sustained Interest - continued quality of work and participation 
Knowledge Acquired - usual tests 
Social Habits .or Attitudes 
Organization of Subject Matter - excellent 
Organization of Class Room - good 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
First None 
10 min. One question given each group 
of three or four pupils 
I 
I 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 6 
PERIOD M~ALYSIS FOR M C M 8 
Phases .Attention 
l P-M Percent P-M Percent I 
1. Groups of 4 or 5 discuss 
question assigned 510 52.5 510 100 
II 
2. Teacher eXT_.Jlains 102 6.5 100 98 
I 3. Group 1 102 6.5 102 100 I 
4. Group 2 136 8.7 135 98 
5. Group 3 102 6.5 99 97 
6. Group 4 102 6.5 100 98 
7. Group 5 102 6.5 101 99 
8. Teacher explains 54 2.2 54 100 
9. Group 6 68 4.4 68 100 
10. Group 7 68 4.4 68 100 
11. Group 8 68 4.4 64 94 
12. Teacher asks questions 170 10.9 170 100 
1564 100.0 1549 99 
Percent 
Pupils actively participating 54 100 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 7 20 .6 
Pupils inattentive 8 25 .5 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 7 
Data Sheet No. 7 
Symbol R W W 7 
School - W Place - W 
Grade - 7 Date - April 14, 1957 
No. Pupils - 25 Time - 9:50 a.m. 
Teacher - R Supervisor 
Project Title - unit - on world outline map place trade routes 
l eading to Willamette Valley - work notebooks 
Place in Curriculum - Lesson Period Extra-cur 
Club Home Others 
Emphasis Placed Upon Project - whole period 
Cost of Materials - world outline maps 
Skills Required by 
Teacher - usual 
Pupils - usual 
Educative Aims 
A - trade with Western United States 
B - relations with other countries 
Teaching Techniques - Construction Demonstration 
Explanation Lecture Q-A Recitation 
Drill 
Others 
Riddles and 
word jumbles originated by students to bring out routes, products,et~ 
Method of Evaluation with Respect to 
Pupil Need - through desire 
Sustained Interest 
Knowledge Acquired - general 
Social Habits or Attitudes - units tend in right direction 
Organization of Subject Matter - original and clever 
Organization of Class Room - excellent 
Assignments - Time Choice Routine Problematical 
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ROOM STUDY NO. 7 
.I 
I 
PERIOD ~~ALYSIS FOR R w· W 7 I 
I 
Phases Attention 
P- M Percent P-M Percent 
1. Teacher gives instructions 
r egarding project 108 10.0 107 99 .2 
2. Pupils work on project 857 77.5 857 100 
5 . Riddles and word jumbles on 
countries, trade routes 155 12.5 155 100 
1080 100.0 1079 99 .9 
Percent 
Pupils actively ps.rticipating 27 100 
Pupils making voluntary contributions 6 22 .2 
Pupils inattentive 4 14.8 
Percent 
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GENERAL INFO~~TION FROM TEACHER INTERVIEWS. PBB divides his units 
into sub-units. Each pupil chooses a sub-unit. Committees are thus 
formed on each sub-unit. Each committee elects a chairman. The 
committees meet t wice each week during class periods. Each committee 
decides upon a project to aid its unit of work. At the completion of 
the project and research, each committee reports or in some interest-
ing way presents its unit for the benefit of the whole class. 
RW uses projects like the following: 
Draw pictures explaining some important industries carried 
on in the states being studied. 
Cut out advertisements of some of the products studied and 
mount them. On an outline map of the states studied, color the irri-
gated sections, the forested regions, the wheat sections. Make red 
dots for the important mineral regions. What features should be added 
so that your map will represent the most important geographic facts 
of this region? 
On an outline map of this section, locate the National Parks. 
Color in the mountain ranges and rivers in these states. 
On an outline map of this section, locate regions you would 
recommend for a vacation. 
Other projects i nvolve gummed dot maps, colored thumbtacks 
and maps for drill work, food map, coffee map. 
PR uses relief maps made at home, cartoons, rainfall maps, 
string maps, miniatures, models, dolls dressed in costume, products 
exhibits, in her project program. Home, club, a little time after 
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school hours, lesson period, are utilized for this work. 
MR finds excellent motivation in relief maps, miniatures, 
soap carving, string maps. 
BSM uses the series of texts and pupil workbooks by Harold 
Rugg (see bibliography), and finds them to be rich in suggestions for 
projects. Cartoons, graphs, charts, maps, and other usual projects 
are well outlined and prepared for the activity program. The way is 
paved for a most successful project program - dependent upon the 
teacher for its promotion. Spice and soap exhibits, scrap books 
centering about the Courtship of Miles Standish and dolls dressed for 
the s&~e purpose, outli ne maps for New Hampshire made to show roads, 
cities, educational institutions, have provided excellent motivation. 
Dramatics and map projects have won unusual interest from the boys. 
WR found an electric ma.p, made by boys after school hours, 
to be fine motivation. The boys gathered newspapers and made them into 
pulp. This pulp was used to make a South America relief map on a six 
by four foot sheet of beaver board. This was painted to show political 
divisions. Important cities were located and rivers depicted. Screws 
were put through from the back of the map to show cities on the front. 
The screws were connected to a dial. The dial and a wand with an 
electric lamp and contact wire on its outer end completed the project. 
The dial could be set for any important city and then located by 
I touching with the wand. The electric lamp would light for a correct 
location. Meanwhile girls made up an exhibit of products of the 
corresponding places. The entire class made illustrated diaries about 
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an imaginary trip to South Ameri ca. Routes, rates, costs, folders, 
were involved. Stops were made at cities to study industries. 
After studying China, articles made in China were brought to 
school for an exhibition assembly, with parents invited. An original 
program was prepared and executed by the pupils, unaided by the teacher. 
This i nvolved costumes, displ ay of maps and articles, talks on the 
country, stereopticon pictures (Keystone). 
M.A...•CING A 11 CITY GEOGRAPHY" BOOK. This was a motivated study of physical 
geography, map interpretation, latitude and longitude. Each pupil was 
responsible for one page in the book. Each page covered some important 
features of the city. Typical pages are presented thus: 
1. City seal 2. Table of contents 
5. Map 4. Location by latitude and 
longitude 
5. Area 6. Climate 
7. Topography 8 . Contour map 
9. Drainage 10. Water supply - picture of 
pumping station 
11. List of i ndustries 12. Stores by localities 
15. Community activities 14. Churches 
15. Parks and playgrounds 16. Music 
17. Newspapers 18. Government - history 
Bibliographies were given for each chapter. The results were 
so excellent t hat the pages were bound into a book by the school depart-
ment. 
I 
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CHAPl'ER IV 
THE RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATION 
PROJECTS RECOMt1ffiNDED BY .TEXTBOOKS .AND PROJECTS IN USE. The projects 
recommended in the textbooks were found to be widely used according to 
the magazines, and class room studies. In fact, the prevalent practice 
of teachers, as well as the detailed suggestions for projects as given 
in modern pupil texts greatly outdistance the textbook recommendations. 
Because this research was primarily in connection with map 
work as discussed in the Missionary manuscript, the projects "discov-
ered" have been grouped into t wo tables. 
Table V lists the projects involving maps. Table VI lists 
the miscellany • 
. 
P.7 
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TABLE V 
Map Project Types 
Outline Drawing Food 
Blackboard Relief JigSaw 
Physical Cartoon Contour 
Climate Products Wind 
Diagram Color - physical Pictorial 
Stereopticon Temperature Strings 
Photo-relief Profile Colored Thumbtacks 
Rainfall Modeling Gummed Dots 
Current Putty Cartograph 
Flowers Stamps Electrified 
Trade Routes Vegetables Transportation 
Airplane 
c 
J 
Send Models 
Stereographs 
Lantern Slides 
Charts 
Graphs 
Dramatization 
Peep Boxes 
Scrapbooks 
Museum 
Exhibits 
Lantern Slides 
Moving Pictures 
Weather Bureau 
Soap Carving 
Inventions 
Snow Study 
Portraits 
Debates 
TABLE VI 
Miscellaneous Project Types 
Paper Pulp for Modeling 
Miniatures of Formations, Habitations 
Construction of the Nile Valley 
Around the World by Airplane 
Construction of a Swiss Mountain Scene 
European Products Exhibit for Fair 
Follow U. S. Army World Fliers of 1924 
Specimens and Collections 
World 's Fair 
Geogr aphy Games 
Letter Writing 
Journey Geography 
Planetarium 
Trip Around the World 
Navigation by the Stars 
Newspaper Scrapbooks 
Illustrated Notebooks 
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PROJECTS "IN ACTION." Fig. 8, Page ninety-one, presents an interesting 
summary of the class room activities observed and charted. Three out-
standing, pertinent characteristics are apparent. 
1. The percentage of pupils participating actively ranges 
from 48 to 100 percent. Room studies 6 and 7 were for projects 
involving committee work, so that every pupil was dra~~ actively into 
the project. 
2. The percentage of pupils making voluntary contributions -
an excellent social characteristic - ranges from 25 to 50 percent. 
3. The percentage of pupils inattentive at least once 
during the period - this includes inattention as such, dawdling, 
disturbing - ranges from 12 to 25 percent. This verifies the state-
ments made by several authors, that t he project is no 11 cure-all 11 for 
problems of discipline. Bossingl suggests that there is "ample oppor-
tunity for conflicting interests" outside the schoolroom; inattention 
among a few may spread to others; materials and their care require 
! extra attention from the teacher which to that eA~ent releases the 
pupils from her control; a single project may not capture the interest 
of all pupils; and individual projects require extremely skillful 
management, else discipline problems will arise. 
It must be re-emphasized at this point, that it was not 
the intent or pur pose of this thesis to compare the project method 
with any other method. This was amply discussed on Page twenty-four. 
Hence Fig. 8 shows no comparison between the project method and 
so-called usual class room procedure. 
l Nelson L. Bossing, Teaching in Secondary Schools, P• 514 . 
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Figure 8 
Pupils Inattentive 
Room Studies 
Pup ils making 
Voluntary Contributions 
Room Stud i es 
Pupils Actively 
Participating . 
Room Studies 
TABLE VII 
Evaluations Given in Textbooks 
Bossingl:-
1. Provides definite tangible motivation for learning. 
2. Trains the student in initiative and responsibility. 
3. Offers unusual opportunity for training in practical problem 
solving in life situations. 
4. Develops in the child a spirit of co-operation. 
5. Trains in perseverance. 
6. Serves to develop alertness, open-mindedness, and a tolerance 
for the opinions of others. 
7. Develops the power of judgment. 
8. Encourages the student to creative activity. 
9. It is an important whole. 
10. Dynamic in its essential forward movement. 
11. Organizes and uses knowledge on the basis of a definite purpose. 
12. Sets up new problems requiring continuous, rational effort. 
15. Works out a practical result embodied in a concrete object or 
real life situation. 
14. From origin to objective realization it leaves in the mind a 
knowledge product leading to kindred products, thus 
lNelson L. Bossing, Progressive Methods of Teaching in Secondary 
Schools, pp . 520-525. 
2Aubrey A. Douglass, Secondary Education, p. 558. 
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contributing to continuous organized knowledge. 
Kilcullen1:-
15. Appreciation and understanding of problems confronting the people 
of other countries. 
16. Knowledge of how geographic features control the lives of people 
and use made of them in securing the necessities of life. 
17. Appreciation of our natural resources. 
Miller2:-
18. Ability to think geographically. 
19. Helps make pur poseful thinkers and successful doers. 
20. Develops co-operation, care of materials, their return. 
21. Interest in the countries. 
22. Skill in workmanship. 
23. Enthusiasm. 
Moore5:-
24 . Stimulating whole-hearted activity. 
25. Sharing with others. 
lMae T. Kilcullen, Materials and Methods of Geography Teachi!lli, p. 
2George J. Miller, Geography, How to TeHch It, p. 
5clyde B. Moore, Teaching of Geography, p. 128 
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TABLE VIII 
Evaluations Discovered in Magazine Articles 
1. More sympathetic understanding of other people is a result. 
2. Pupils learn to be geography conscious, objectively evaluated qy 
the fact that the pupils bring in news, magazine articles, 
specimens, pictures, regarding geography. 
5. Projects show influence of specific instruction or ability of 
pupils to interpret maps and understand human r elationships. 
4 . Projects are objective. 
5. They provide for desirable body of information for all pupils. 
6. Character building is an important outcome. 
7. Pupils are more interested. 
8. Confidence is developed from standing before class. 
9. Projects are unusually informative. 
10. Project maps make excellent exhibit material. 
11. Projects convey definite meaning. 
TABLE IX 
Evaluations Drawn from Teachers 
1. Parent interest aroused. 
2. Sustained interest. 
5. Increased interest. 
4. Industry, enthusiasm show interest. 
5. Decrease in discipline. 
6. Reduced frequency of leaving room. 
7. Co-operation noti ceably improved. 
8 . ~fuch helpfulness. 
9. Proper attitudes instilled. 
10. Wholesome attitude and degree of co-operativeness showing 
improvement. 
11. Good appeal to emotions. 
12. Better teacher-pupil r elation. 
15. Added enthusiasm gained by teacher. 
14. Clear, correct conception on part of teacher regarding the 
unit of work . 
15. Certain desired skills developed. 
16. .Assembly programs made more interesting. 
17. Boys work well, more willing to study, marks improve. 
18. Pupils request similar project in future units. 
19 . Talents and abilities discovered. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
TABLE X 
Methods of Testing 
Mutiple choice. 
Completion. 
True-false. 
Written. 
Jig-Saw puzzles. 
Riddles. 
7. Cross-word puzzles. 
8 . Colored thumbtacks pl aced on map. 
9. Outline maps. 
10. Spelling match. 
11. Writing letters to parents. 
12. Electrified map wand test. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The Missionary manuscript has been more than supported 
by this research. The projects used in pr actice extend far beyong those 
cited in the Missionary manuscript, in t~~e, number, and difficulty. 
2. The understanding of the term project is far from clear-
cut and definite, judging by the type of activity to which the name 
project is attached. 
3. Some educators prefer the term "activity" where the term 
11 project" is subject to popular disapproval. 
4. Where pupils are being prepared for college, parents 
object to having their children taught by "the paste pot and scissorsn 
and by "whittling soap." They feel that projects of this nature do not 
help prepare their children for college entrance. 
5. Textbooks were unanimous in favoring the project method 
and freely predict its growth. No detrimental features were discovered 
in any treatise on this subject. In some cases, however, the problems 
of administering the project were clearly stated. 
6. The types of map-projects were amazingly numerous. 
Astounding originality is evidenced by both pupil and teacher in map 
work. Two types o£ electric maps similar in idea to those presented 
in the Missionary manuscript were found to have been built and used 
by pupils with unexpected results in sustaining interest and imparting 
information. 
7. The idea of airplane "journeys" to motivate the study of 
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geography is substantiated by two such projects successfully executed. 
The last two conclusions further support the Missionary manuscript. 
8. Projects do not eliminate the problem of discipline but 
apparently reduce it to a minimum. The project method provides for the 
largest amount of active pupil participation. 
From Fig. a, Page ninety-one, several observations may be 
made. 
1. Pupil participation ranged from fifty to one hundred 
percent. Teachers using committee methods or groups attained one 
hundred percent participation. 
2. Voluntary contributions were made by twenty-five to fifty 
percent of the pupils. 
5. As already set forth by various authors, the project is 
not a cure-all for discipline problems. Fig. 8 shows that inattention 
varied from twelve to twenty-five percent, indicating that the teacher 
·had disciplinary problems with twelve to twenty-five percent of the 
pupils at least once during the class period. 
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SUMMARY 
The problem, fundamentally, was a study of projects and 
project methods used to motivate geography in the seventh and eighth 
grades. Motivation was the keynote, maps were the tool materials most 
sought for in the investigation. 
While the technical requirements of a project as such were 
always kept in the foreground, some activities were admitted to this 
research because of t he loose use of t he worn "project" in practice. 
Such activities were admitted where the administrators claimed them to 
be "project activiti es. 11 
The investigation consisted of 
A. A thorough study of textbooks based on the teaching of 
geography extending back to the first use of the word 11 project. 11 
B. An analysis of a wide range of magazine articles. 
C. Charted, objective, observations in a number of class 
periods. 
The results show a lengthy list of diversified map projects 
and miscellaneous projects. 
The study completely endorses the writer's Missionary manu-
script. 
Finally, the usage of maps is in its infancy. There is 
] pr actically unlimited opportunity for the development of original maps 
and methods of using them. 
Further research in this direction is both warranted and 
highly desirable. 
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SUGGESTED FURTHER RESEARCH 
This research and its results leave several vital points 
clouded and unsettled. Future research might well investigate the 
following questions:-
(a) What type of map project work would (1) further reduce 
i nattention, (2) produce a maximum of voluntary contributions? 
(b) What types of projects are best suited to (1) home worJ<;:, 
(2) class work, (3) club work? 
(c) What are the best projects and methods for i nducing all 
pupils to participate act i vely? 
(d) What are the causes of inattention during project work? 
(e) To what extent is project work suitable for pupils 
preparing for college entrance courses? 
(f) What types of map projects are best suited to effective 
teaching of scales, relief, symbols, legend? 
(g) What are the best methods of developing in teachers a 
better knowledge of maps, map projects and tool materials? 
(h) Vfuat map features command attention, how may maps be 
made more "attention-getti ng"? 
(i) What map project work is most suited to opportunity 
class levels? 
(j) How may map projects be developed in co-operation 
betvreen the geography class and the manual training class? 
The need for maps of the highest standards has not been 
satisfied. There is generous opportunity for furt her development of 
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original map projects, highly interest sustaining, and educative in 
value. The understanding of the project method and all its character-
istics presents to educators a problem in clarification, - it being a 
term so abused and mis11sed. The extremists need to study the project 
method in order to find the suitable middle-ground for their given 
localities and popular opinion. Then this method will go far toward 
reaching its goal of motivation through the life situation. 
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